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We are RUGGED ROADTRIPS
- a German travel couple producing 
engaging travel documentaries and 
travel guides, high-quality photos, 
custom-made short films, and inspiring 
magazine articles. 



We are Anna and Lucas, a married couple 
from Germany, who love to explore the world 
together. Our passion for roadtrips awoke 
during our gap year in Australia when we 
nearly circumnavigated the continent in our 
trusty 13-year-old Mitsubishi Challenger. 

Since then, we have explored many other 
countries and produced a total of 11 travel 
documentaries, reaching millions on 
Youtube. 

hello@ruggedroadtrips.com

ABOUT US



OUR 
YOUTUBE



NUMBER 
HIGHLIGHTS

95% of views are from our series of 

11 travel documentaries.

+19 Million

We have seen a constant growth in 

subscribers this year.
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+96.000



+13 Minutes

The average time viewers watch our travel documentaries.

WATCH TIME
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These are the countries most 

of our viewers are from.

VIEWERS



25-34
25.3%

35-44
21.3%

45-54
16.5%

55-64
13.6%

65+
12.5%

18-24
10.0%

13-17
0.7%

AGE RATIO
Almost 47% of our viewers are 

between 25 and 44 years old.
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75.7%

Most of our viewers are male, with 

24.3% of viewers being female.

GENDER RATIO
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OUR 
DOCUMENTARIES



2-week roadtrip around western and southern Iceland resulting in a 
60-min travel documentary showing the incredible natural beauty 
and challenging weather conditions of Iceland in winter.

≈ 12 Min Watch Time

ICELAND

99% Like Ratio+ 320.000 Views

WINTER TRAVEL DOCUMENTARY

In Partnership with

“It was a real pleasure to work with Anna & Lucas as their passion for 
filmmaking and travel is simply contagious. At Visit Iceland we really 
appreciated their professionalism, positive approach and attitude in 
communication. We are happy to work on future projects with both!”

- Katarzyna Maria Dygul, PR & Social Media, Promote Iceland

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KVLAYb1L9xU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KVLAYb1L9xU


1-week resort stay on Soneva Fushi and Soneva Jani in Baa Atoll and 
Noonu Atoll in Maldives resulting in a 43-minute travel documentary 
combining an ultimate luxury getaway with a strong emphasis on the 
sustainability efforts of the resorts.

≈ 13 Min Watch Time

“What a wonderful showcase on all that Soneva 
has to offer and the Maldives as a destination.”

- Sonu Shivdasani, Founder & CEO Soneva

MALDIVES

97% Like Ratio+ 1.8 Mio Views

TRAVEL DOCUMENTARY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zFYLu8NhVdw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zFYLu8NhVdw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zFYLu8NhVdw


3-week roadtrip around Estonia, driving 4.000 km exploring the country 
from north to south and west to east, resulting in a 52-minute travel 
documentary highlighting the best scenery Estonia has to offer.

≈ 18 Min Watch Time

“So grateful we had a chance to cooperate with 
both of you, you have done tremendous work! 
This adventurous video beautifully tells the story 
of Estonia! Once again, big-big thanks!

- Jana Kutšinskaja, Visit Estonia

ESTONIA

98% Like Ratio+ 350.000 Views

TRAVEL DOCUMENTARY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QcCnXXT1gF8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QcCnXXT1gF8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QcCnXXT1gF8


3.5-week roadtrip around Namibia, driving 6.500 km, resulting in a 
52-minute travel documentary highlighting the best scenery Namibia 
has to offer.

≈ 15 Min Watch Time

“As a Namibian, I am astounded by the sheer eloquence with which 
you have truly captured my country. Watching this had me in your 
4x4 along. Guys you can summarize, I am amazed!”

- Paa Zulu Endjala

NAMIBIA

95% Like Ratio+ 3.5 Mio Views

TRAVEL DOCUMENTARY

In Partnership with

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bmFfViYlHzA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FipKZHE4aVg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bmFfViYlHzA


4-week roadtrip around Costa Rica, driving 3.000 km exploring the 
country far and wide, resulting in a 56-minute travel documentary 
highlighting the best scenery Costa Rica has to offer.

≈ 19 Min Watch Time

COSTA RICA

97% Like Ratio+ 2.9 Mio Views

TRAVEL DOCUMENTARY

In Partnership with

“Wow! Amazing documentary and really good narration :) Great 
wildlife footage, looks like overall you had an amazing time exploring 
Costa Rica! Glad we got to be part of the adventure. Pura Vida!”

- Nomad America

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jJRvm8jbyEY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jJRvm8jbyEY&t=2396s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jJRvm8jbyEY


3.5-week roadtrip around Botswana, driving 6.500 km, resulting in a 
38-minute travel documentary highlighting the best scenery Botswana 
has to offer.

≈ 11 Min Watch Time

In Partnership with

BOTSWANA

95% Like Ratio+ 3.1 Mio Views

TRAVEL DOCUMENTARY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HXSHzfrc5ZY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FipKZHE4aVg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HXSHzfrc5ZY


2-week hotel stay at Giardino Mountain in St. Moritz resulting in a 
43-min travel documentary highlighting all the winter adventures to be 
experienced in the beautiful Engadin region of Switzerland. 

≈ 14 Min Watch Time

SWITZERLAND

99% Like Ratio+ 27.000 Views

WINTER TRAVEL DOCUMENTARY

In Partnership with

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GgEkcKGX02c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GgEkcKGX02c


6-week roadtrip around all the country resulting in a 60-min travel 
documenty showcasing the diverse landscapes Portugal has to offer. 
As part of the trip, we spent two nights at Areias do Seixo, a laid back 
boutique hotel offering an atmosphere of luxurious relaxtion.

≈ 16 Min Watch Time

PORTUGAL

98% Like Ratio+ 730.000 Views

TRAVEL DOCUMENTARY

In Partnership with

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TUQffSYGyV8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zFYLu8NhVdw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TUQffSYGyV8


SELECTED

PROJECTS



We conceptualized, wrote, and designed a 452-page Self-Drive 
Safari Guide to Namibia, combining the ideas of a travel guide, a 
4x4 guide and a wildlife identification guide.

179 Photos

“This ebook gave me a great overview of Namibia. I 
learned what is out there to be discovered and how to 
identify the different animals on safari!”

- Morten, Norway

SAFARI GUIDE

24-Day-Itinerary452 Pages

NAMIBIA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QcCnXXT1gF8


We conceptualized, wrote, and designed a 420-page Travel Guide to 
Estonia, including tips & tricks for traveling the country alongside 

many custom illustrations and countless photos.

179 Photos

“From outdoor activities to sauna culture and hearty 
culinary traditions, Anna and Lucas managed to 
capture all aspects of Estonia's wonderful identity. This 
guide is perfect for contemplative travelers willing to 
slow down and reconnect with nature.”

- Arnaud, France

TRAVEL GUIDE

3-Week-Itinerary420 Pages

ESTONIA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QcCnXXT1gF8


We conceptualized, wrote, and designed a 170-page Camping Guide 
to Costa Rica, including many custom illustrations and useful tips & 

tricks for first time offroad travelers.

28 Offroad Trails

“The preeminent guide to all things off the beaten path 
in Costa Rica. Highly recommended for anyone looking 
for a more meaningful way to travel in the age of social 
media.”

- Kent, Canada

CAMPING GUIDE

28 Campsites166 Pages

COSTA RICA

https://www.ruggedroadtrips.com/costa-rica-camping-guide


As seen in:

TRAVEL STORIES



To produce an engaging travel film for Dutch travel company 
Africa Safiri which would inspire their audience to book a trip 

to Namibia or Botswana.

PROMO FILM
AFRICA SAFIRI

After writing the script, the client organised a Dutch voice over 
which we incorporated into the video. Editing to an upbeat 

music, we compiled an engaging video showing the beautiful 
scenery and fascinating wildlife of Namibia and Botswana.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qY5jq9MaUgA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qY5jq9MaUgA


To take over the German Instagram account for Visit Costa 
Rica for one week, entertaining the audience with engaging 

photo and video content.

INSTA TAKEOVER
VISIT COSTA RICA

+80.000 
Impressions

44 
Insta Stories

23 Photos 
in 7 Posts

267 Participants 
in Contest



We aim to retain the high quality and 
dedication to detail in all our endeavors.

Quality

We aim to grow past 100.000 
subscribers on YouTube in 2022. 

Growth

We are looking for mutually beneficial 
long-term partnerships with brands and 
tourism boards.

Partnerships

OUR GOALS



THANK  YOU!

http://youtube.com/lucastjahn
http://instagram.com/lucastjahn



